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Abstract Purpose: The implementation of interdisciplinary teams
in the intensive care unit (ICU) has
focused attention on leadership
behavior. Daily interdisciplinary
rounds (IDRs) in ICUs integrate
leadership behavior and interdisciplinary teamwork. The purpose of
this intervention study was to measure the effect of leadership training
on the quality of IDRs in the ICU.
Methods: A nonrandomized intervention study was conducted in four
ICUs for adults. The intervention was
a 1-day training session in a simulation environment and workplacebased feedback sessions. Measurement included 28 videotaped IDRs
(total, 297 patient presentations) that
were assessed with 10 essential
quality indicators of the validated
IDR Assessment Scale. Participants
were 19 intensivists who previously
had no formal training in leading
IDRs. They were subdivided by
cluster sampling into a control group
(ten experienced intensivists) and
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Introduction
The implementation of interdisciplinary teams in the
intensive care unit (ICU) to provide patient-centered care,
in contrast with traditional discipline-centered care, has
focused attention on the relevance of leadership behavior
[1, 2]. Although leadership is conceptualized in various
ways, studies emphasize the importance of leadership in
the hospital and ICU for effective, coordinated, and safe

intervention group (nine intensive
care fellows). Mann–Whitney U test
was used to compare results between
control and intervention groups.
Results: Baseline measurements of
control and intervention groups
revealed two indicators that differed
significantly. The frequency of yes
ratings for the intervention group
significantly increased for seven of
the ten indicators from before to after
intervention. The frequency of yes
ratings after training was significantly
greater in the intervention than control groups for eight of the ten
essential quality indicators. Conclusions: The leadership training
improved the quality of the IDRs
performed in the ICUs. This may
improve quality and safety of patient
care.
Keywords Medical education 
Communication  Critical care 
Patient-centered care

patient care and safety improvement efforts [3–7]. Safe
patient care is associated with a decrease in adverse
events, especially when clinician leaders encourage all
team members to contribute to the decision-making process for patient care [4]. Leadership behavior is defined as
‘‘the process of influencing others to understand and agree
about what needs to be done and how to do it, and
facilitating individual and collective efforts to accomplish
shared objectives’’ [8].
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Recent studies in a simulated environment showed
that leadership behavior can be trained, and this improves
subsequent team performance during resuscitation [9].
Therefore, leadership behavior is an observable, learnable
set of practices—a competency, more than a trait [10].
However, without training, leadership behavior may be
influenced by sex and personality [11, 12].
We conducted a study that focused on behavior of
intensivists while leading interdisciplinary rounds (IDRs)
in the ICU. An IDR is a patient-centered communication
session to integrate care delivered by specialists from
different disciplines [13–15]. Well-performed IDRs are
recommended in the ICU because ineffective interdisciplinary communication among medical teams may cause
preventable patient harm and severe conflicts within ICUs
[15–17]. However, performing IDRs may be complicated
by factors such as limited time, multiple targets, patient
instability, highly technical therapies, and varied responsibilities of different providers. Therefore, leadership
behavior of intensivists is important for the success of
IDRs [2, 6, 18, 19].
We used the ten essential quality indicators of the
validated IDR Assessment Scale to provide a coherent
program to structure the content and assessment of leadership training [13, 20]. This scale had been developed to
assess the quality of IDRs in the ICUs. The principal aim
of this study was to critically assess the effect of leadership training on the quality of IDRs in the ICU.

Materials and methods
Study design
This nonrandomized intervention study was performed in
four ICUs for adults at the University Medical Center
in Groningen, the Netherlands. These ICUs (thoracic,
medical, surgical, and neurologic) together admitted
approximately 3,000 patients per year. There were 23
experienced intensivists, 10 ICU fellows, a varied number
of junior physicians, and 288 ICU nurses employed.
During typical practice, daily IDRs were organized separate from morning rounds or reports at changes of shifts
as endorsed by the Society of Critical Care Medicine [15].
In a typical IDR, a discussion away from the bedside, the
care plans of 12 patients were discussed (total, 120 min).
The IDRs were directed by intensivists; junior physicians
gave clinical patient presentations, and bedside nurses and
consultants gave additional relevant and current information. The presence of specialist consultants varied with
each patient and included surgeons, neurologists, and
specialists in infectious diseases. The plan of care was
determined by the leading intensivist and was agreed,
understood, and executed by all involved providers in
the ICU.

Data were collected from July 2009 to May 2011.
During this period, 28 IDRs were videotaped and the
participants of IDRs were informed by ward and staff
meetings. Before the IDR started, the video camera was
placed in the corner of the meeting room to enable rating
of all participants. At the end of the IDR, the video
camera was removed.
The Medical Ethical Testing Committee of the University of Groningen waived Institutional Research Board
approval for videotaping IDRs in the ICUs because of the
observational character of our study and because staff
members were the study subjects (not patients).
Participants
The intensivists who participated were previously
untrained in leading IDRs and they were selected by
cluster sampling into control and intervention groups
(Fig. 1). The control group included ten experienced intensivists (nine men and one woman) from the ICUs with
3–20 years of clinical experience after graduation from
training as intensivists. They participated voluntarily in
being videotaped while each led one IDR and their performance was individually discussed in reference to the
IDR Assessment Scale. None of the intensivists in the
control group participated in the leadership training
course.
The intervention group included nine ICU fellow
trainees (three men and six women), and one other fellow
was not included because of reallocation to another hospital. These fellows had 4–6 years of previous graduate
medical experience in internal and pulmonary medicine,
anesthesiology, or surgery. All fellows were experienced
in leading IDRs (average, 30 IDRs each). They participated in the study because this was required for their
educational program [20] and informed consent was
assumed. The fellows were videotaped while leading one
IDR and their performance was individually discussed in
reference to the IDR Assessment Scale.
Anonymity of the participants was assured. No
demographic information was collected.
Assessment of leadership
To support and assess leading IDRs, the ten essential
quality indicators derived from the IDR Assessment Scale
were used [13]. Development was based on literature
review and Delphi rounds, and the scale was statistically
tested and applied to 98 patient discussions performed in
three ICUs in two hospitals. The ten extracted essential
indicators were used as a checklist.
To confirm that these indicators corresponded to an
appropriate assessment of leadership behavior of the
leading intensivists during IDRs, we compared the
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Control group:
10 experienced but
untrained
intensivists

19 intensivists
responsible for
leading IDRs in
the ICU

10 videotaped and
analyzed IDRs
(99 patient
presentations)

Intervention
group (before
training):
9 untrained fellow
intensivists

Feedback
about the
videotaped
and analyzed
IDRs

9 videotaped and
analyzed IDRs
(99 patient
presentations)

1-day
leadership
training in a
simulation
environment
Intervention

Intervention
group (after
training):
9 new videotaped
and analyzed IDRs
led by fellows at
6 weeks after
leadership training
(99 patient
presentations)
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Fig. 1 Overview of the study design

indicators with a literature search about leadership in the
ICU. In addition, the indicators were checked by asking
critical care physicians, nurses, and trainers where it was
necessary to reduce ambiguity. In both situations, no
additional indicators were considered useful to guide and
assess leading IDRs.
The checklist included two domains: (1) patient plan
of care and (2) process. The patient plan of care domain
included five essential quality indicators and reflected the
technical performance from the initial identification of a
patient-related goal to the evaluative phase. The process
domain, which also included five essential quality indicators, reflected the ICU processes that were important to
ensure that the appropriate plan of care was agreed to,
understood, and performed as planned by all involved
caregivers (Table 1).
All quality indicators were described in terms of
observable behavior that was explained in a manual
necessary for using this assessment instrument (Table 1).
Trained raters qualified their observations with the definition of the quality indicator using a 3-point scale,
indicating whether the behavior occurred during each
individual patient presentation: (1) ‘‘no’’ (the behavior
was not observed); (2) ‘‘doubt/inconsistent’’ (verbalizations or behaviors were inconsistent with the quality
indicator); or (3) ‘‘yes’’ (the behavior was clearly
observed and consistent with the quality indicator). Some
items had an option ‘‘not applicable’’ when the indicator
could not be rated. In an optimal IDR, the ten essential
quality indicators were rated with ‘‘yes’’ or ‘‘not applicable’’ [13].

Training of raters to assess patient discussions
The first three raters included one intensivist, one ICU
nurse, and one author (E.T.H.). They were trained by
assessing nine videotaped patient discussions led by different intensivists of the control group. Responses were
evaluated by the manual to confirm that definitions were
applied uniformly and by testing the interrater reliability.
When the interrater reliability was at least 0.70, their
training was considered effective and they were allowed
to rate 90 other patient discussions. Owing to the large
number of patient discussions of the before and after tests,
another three raters were trained and tested with the same
procedure. The quality of the individually tested patient
discussions was checked by random testing of patient
discussions by another rater and testing if interrater reliability was at least 0.70.
Raters were not informed about the details of the
intervention.
Intervention
The intervention (IDR leadership training program)
included three sessions: (1) preparation; (2) a 1-day
training; and (3) feedback. The preparation session
focused on leading IDRs in typical practice and included
a videotaped and analyzed IDR led by each participant
(Fig. 1).
The 1-day training session was performed in a simulated and videotaped environment. Videotaping team
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Table 1 Definitions of the essential quality indicators of the quality indicators by two trainers in communication skills
Interdisciplinary Rounds Assessment Scale
who were familiar with daily ICU practice.
Patient plan of care
1. Main problem discussed (0.971)a
By verbal identification of the (provisional) main problem
according to patient response to treatment, or same as
indication(s) for admission to the ICU
2. Diagnostic plan discussed (0.897)
To discuss those activities (laboratory tests, computed
tomography scans, radiographs, or consults with other
consultants) for the purpose of determining diagnosis or
excluding specific problems or complications
3. Provisional goal formulated (0.897)
What must be done to get this patient to the next level of care or
discharged from the ICU?
4. Long-term therapeutic items ([16 h) discussed (0.797)
5. Patient’s greatest risk discussed (0.668)
The risk of a widespread or serious complication that can occur
because of factors associated with the patient, therapy, or stay in
the ICU, or same as indication(s) for admission of patient to the
ICU
Process
6. Expectations made clear by consultants (0.762)
Consultant gives explanation, advice, or justification of specific
therapy issues related to the patient
7. Input of junior physicians encouraged (0.710)
Junior physicians have an opportunity to speak
8. Input of nurses encouraged (0.732)
Nurses have an opportunity to speak
9. Summary given (0.867)
Overview of patient’s treatment plan is given: diagnoses, goals,
therapy, priority, and identification of responsible providers.
When appropriate, the summary includes diagnostic plan
10. It is clear who is responsible for performing tasks (0.710)
Core duties for team members are discussed. Tasks are crosschecked to ensure a shared understanding
ICU intensive care unit
Number of quality indicators, 10. Descriptions of each quality
indicator were outlined in a manual for users of the Interdisciplinary Rounds Assessment Scale. The essential indicators were
derived by a confirmative factor analysis, with factor loadings on
the first domain [0.65 and noted in parentheses

a

performance in well-controlled study settings allowed
rigorous assessment of complex interactions during realistic IDR situations without putting patients at risk [9].
The training was consistent with principles of adult
learning and behavioral modeling, and it incorporated the
following elements: multiple learning activities; small
group skill practice and problem-solving sessions; performance feedback and reinforcement of newly learned
skills; and a planning assignment for on-the job applications [20–22]. These elements were processed into four
real-life, progressively complex IDR scenarios about
patient plan of care and conflicting situations. The fellows
participated in these scenarios as leading intensivists, and
the roles of other IDR team members (ICU nurses, junior
physicians, and specialist consultants) were performed by
ICU care professionals who had experience in performing
roles in simulation courses. Each scenario was evaluated
with the participants in reference to the ten essential

The feedback session of the intervention group was
performed as part of the regular practice in the ICU at
approximately 6 weeks after the 1-day training session
and was based on a new videotaped and analyzed IDR
that had been led by each trained participant. This also
was individually discussed in reference to the IDR
Assessment Scale.
Data analysis
Confirmative factor analysis of the 10 essential quality indicators was performed with 98 patient discussions [23, 27].
Internal consistency of the checklist with the 10
essential quality indicators was measured for 198 videotaped patient presentations with Cronbach a.
Interrater reliability was tested by three raters who
examined the indicators in nine randomly selected patient
discussions of the control group. A multirater Cohen
kappa calculator was used to assess outcomes per quality
indicator for the three raters of each patient discussion
[24]. Adequate interrater reliability was defined by
j C 0.70 [25, 26].
The intraclass correlation of the first nine patient discussions was examined by measuring the average score
correlation between pairs of raters (one intensivist [rater
1]; one author [E.T.H., rater 2]; and one ICU nurse [rater
3]). Pearson correlation coefficients (r) were determined.
The Mann–Whitney U test for paired comparisons of
each essential quality indicator was used to compare the
results of the control and intervention groups about the
quality of leading IDRs. In all cases, the Bonferroni
adjustment was used and statistical significance was
defined by P B 0.03 (Electronic Supplementary Material).

Results
Confirmative factor analysis with 98 patient discussions
revealed 10 essential quality indicators with factor loadings on the first domain of the IDR Assessment Scale of
greater than 0.65 (Table 1).
Internal consistency was acceptable (a = 0.72).
The interrater reliability of nine patient presentations
by three raters was satisfactory (j = 0.85), and the
remaining patient discussions of the control group were
further tested by these raters separately. To diminish bias
from shared understanding from the developed methods,
another 20 patient presentations were corroborated by an
additional independent nonmedical rater which also
showed adequate agreement (j = 0.82). This procedure
was repeated with three additional raters (j = 0.75).
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Intraclass correlation coefficient (0.72) showed fair
reproducibility between the observers. The overall item
score correlations between the first three raters were
excellent. There was a significant correlation between
rater 1 and rater 2 (r = 0.83; P \ 0.0001); rater 1 and
rater 3 (r = 0.8; P \ 0.000); and between rater 2 and 3
(r = 0.94; P \ 0.0001) (Fig. 2).
The Mann–Whiney U test was applied to 28 IDRs and
included 297 videotaped patient presentations subdivided
in three groups: (1) control group (99 presentations); (2)
intervention group (99 presentations, test before training);
and (3) intervention group (99 presentations, test after
training) (Fig. 1).
Comparison of results for the control group and the
intervention group before training showed that the frequency of ‘‘yes’’ ratings was significantly greater in two
of the ten essential indicators for the control group
(Table 2).
Comparison of the intervention group before and after
training showed that the frequency of ‘‘yes’’ ratings was
significantly increased after training for seven of the ten
essential quality indicators (Table 2).
Comparison of results for the control group and the
intervention group after training showed that the frequency of ‘‘yes’’ ratings was significantly greater in eight
of the ten quality indicators for the intervention group
(Table 2).

Discussion
The present intervention study showed that a leadership
training program for IDRs improved seven of the ten
essential quality indicators of the IDR Assessment Scale
from before to after training, and the intervention group
after training had better performance than the control
group in eight indicators. The study was accomplished
with minimum load for daily work in the ICU organization because of the use of a simulation environment for
training and the real-life setting of the preparation and
completion sessions. Furthermore, the sustained effect of
the intervention, measured at 6 weeks after the training,
suggested that the training effect persisted and that
training could be applied to clinical practice.
Despite the importance of leadership, leadership
training is limited in the curricula of most medical
schools, which emphasize molecular, cellular, and organsystem dimensions of health and disease [21, 28, 29].
Literature review identified only one cohort study about
leadership in the ICU environment that measured leadership skills of intensivists [7] and one intervention study
about collaborative communication of nurse and physician leadership in the ICU with positive side effects on
leadership skills [22].

Fig. 2 Intraclass correlation to evaluate the correlation between
different raters of the Interdisciplinary Rounds Assessment Scale
scores. The average score correlation was measured between pairs
of raters: rater 1, intensivist; rater 2, first author; and rater 3, ICU
nurse. The x and y axes represent average rater scores on all 19
quality indicators. a Score correlations between rater 1 and rater 2
(r = 0.83; P \ 0.0001). b Score correlations between rater 1 and
rater 3 (r = 0.8; P \ 0.000). c Score correlations between rater 2
and rater 3 (r = 0.94; P \ 0.0001)
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Table 2 Effect of leadership training of intensivists on the Interdisciplinary Rounds Assessment Scale
Scale item
Patient plan of care
1. Main problem discussed
2. Diagnostic plan discussed
3. Provisional goal formulated
4. Long-term therapeutic items
([16 h) discussed
5. Greatest patient risk
discussed
Process
6. Expectations made clear by
consultants
7. Input of junior physicians
encouraged
8. Input of nurses encouraged
9. Summary given
10. It is clear who is responsible
for performing tasks

Control Intervention Pa
(before)

Intervention Intervention Pa
(before)
(after)

Control Intervention Pa
(after)

59
73
52
47

NS
B0.01
B0.01
NS

58
61
36
43

B0.000
B0.000
B0.000
B0.000

59
73
52
47

32 (32) 26 (26)

NS

26 (26)

27 (27)

NS

32 (32) 27 (27)

NS

85 (86) 84 (85)

NS

84 (85)

94 (95)

B0.02

85 (86) 94 (95)

NS

41 (41) 59 (60)

NS

59 (60)

79 (80)

B0.006 41 (41) 79 (80)

B0.000

66 (67) 72 (72)
38 (38) 40 (40)
14 (14) 18 (18)

NS
NS
NS

72 (72)
40 (40)
18 (18)

86 (87)
57 (58)
35 (35)

NS
NS
B0.02

B0.002
B0.01
B0.001

(60)
(73)
(53)
(48)

58
61
36
43

(59)
(62)
(36)
(43)

(59)
(52)
(36)
(43)

94
89
79
67

(94)
(90)
(80)
(68)

(60)
(73)
(53)
(48)

94
89
79
67

(94)
(90)
(80)
(68)

66 (67) 86 (87)
38 (38) 57 (58)
14 (14) 35 (35)

B0.000
B0.002
B0.000
B0.003

Essential indicators of the Interdisciplinary Rounds Assessment
Scale: each item was answered with either 1 (no), 2 (doubt), or 3
(yes). The option ‘‘not applicable’’ was not applicable to scale items
1, 3, 9, and 10. Data reported as number (%) of the yes-rating
(responses of ‘‘no,’’ ‘‘doubt,’’ and ‘‘supportive quality indicators’’

are not shown). Control and the before and after tests of the
intervention group results each included 99 analyzed patient
presentations
NS not significant (P [ 0.03)
a
Mann–Whitney U test

The present study showed that leadership, focussed on
leading IDRs, can be reliably trained in a simulated
environment. A strength of this study was the use of
videotape, which identified issues that may not have been
obvious immediately for intensivists [9]. Reviewing videotaped sessions may be more effective in providing
feedback and detecting consequences for other team
members and the patient’s plan of care.
Limitations of the present study included those
inherent with a single-center intervention study, such as a
limited potential to generalize results. A second limitation
concerned the design of the study; the study would have
been better balanced if the participants had been allocated
randomly to control or intervention groups, and there was
no measurement of the control group while they had the
list of the ten indicators. These design issues were necessary for study feasibility. Scenario training in a
simulation setting is common in resuscitation education or
crew resource management training, but uncommon in
learning to lead IDRs.
Another study limitation concerned the level of clinical experience of the two groups, which differed
substantially at the beginning of the study. Intensivists of
the control group were more experienced but had been
trained primarily with the traditional ‘‘see one, do one,
and teach one’’ approach. The participants of the intervention group had fewer years of professional experience
as intensivists, but they were more frequently trained by
modern training systems, which may have improved the
positive results of the leadership training. The

improvement also may have occurred, in part, because of
their intensive care medicine education which was
continuing during the 6 weeks of the study. In addition,
the intervention was multifaceted because the preparation
and completion sessions were held in the ICU environment but the training was done in a simulated
environment; this may have limited the ability to determine which components of training were most important.
In personal communication with the first author, the fellows stated that detailed feedback was valuable with a
checklist after the videotaped IDR in regular practice and
during the training. Before this training, feedback was
more random because of a lack of indicators. Furthermore, although the participants had been asked to ignore
the videotaping of the sessions, the awareness of being
videotaped may have affected the discourse in the study
IDRs.
The clinical relevance of a coherent training program
to lead an IDR concerns the relation between team leadership and team performance, as suggested previously [5].
Acute care medical teams have a hierarchical structure,
and the behavior of intensivists may markedly influence
the perception and behavior of other team members.
Improving leadership by training the intensivists may
be a useful and less costly intervention to influence team
members than training the entire ICU team. This also was
confirmed by a recent update about interprofessional
education which revealed low evidence that organized
team training will improve team performance [30].
Although women doctors may demonstrate less
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leadership behavior without training [11], all untrained
clinicians, regardless of level of experience or sex, may
benefit from a leadership course to improve quality and
safety of care.
The leadership training course, guided by the ten
essential indicators of the IDR Assessment Scale, was
derived from daily practice and hence easily applicable
for the raters. The high scores in interrater reliability and
intraclass correlation between the raters show that the
assessment scoring scale is indeed independent of the
professional background of the individual raters.
Further study may include the application of this
training program, based on the essential quality indicators
as a checklist, to other ICUs or departments in health care,
and it may be necessary to modify the training to further
test its general applicability. In addition, it may be helpful
to investigate whether feedback for indicators of leading
behavior during rounds may generate similar positive
results for the control group as noted with the intervention
group. It also may be helpful to expand the effect of
training leadership skills on the predictive value for

outcomes such as staff satisfaction, patient and family
satisfaction, or clinical outcomes.
In conclusion, the present study showed that the
quality of leadership may be reliably trained and measured for IDRs in ICUs. Leadership behavior may be
effectively trained in a simulation environment, with reallife IDR scenarios including conflicting situations and
workplace-based feedback in the preparation and feedback phases. This study provides a basis for further work
on training leadership in ICUs and determining the effect
of leadership training on improving the quality and safety
of patient care.
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